ILI EXAM: COMPRESSOR STATIONS

Compressor Station Inspection
Compressor stations are one of the largest sources of
escaped emissions within natural gas transmission
networks. Leaking compressor stations can be
extremely dangerous, and difficult to inspect.
Comprised of approximately 4,800’ of pipe, each
compressor station is subject to substantial mechanical
and thermal stresses making them prone to leaks.
Diakont provides in-line pipe inspection services
to uncover potential hazards using high accuracy
inspection methods.

SOLUTION:
In-Line Pipe Inspection
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Typical Defects Detected at Compressor Stations
The following table outlines the defects that are typically
found at compressor stations:
Corrosion
• Typically found in compressing unit
manifolds
• Potential for leak or burst

Cooling Units

Gas Main Line

ILI Robot Deployment
Diakont’s fleet of versatile robotic ILI tools can be deployed
through various pipe openings to inspect systems that
are difficult to access. The images below illustrate some
of the common deployment techniques utilized for pipe
inspections at compressor stations.

Lack of fusion on girth welds
• Typically found in scrubber and filter
manifolds
• Potential for leak or burst
Stress corrosion cracking
• Typically found in inlet and outlet
pipelines
• Potential for leak or burst

Disassembled Valve

Flange

Cut Spool

Cut Pipe End

Foreign material
• Typically found in cooling unit
manifolds
• Causes reduction in efficiency
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Safety
Diakont’s proven pipeline inspection process is engineered
to provide high-accuracy data on the pipeline integrity
while maximizing safety and efficiency. Diakont’s inspection
procedures include safety measures that focus on the wellbeing
of personnel, equipment and the environment.
Compressor Station Inspection Experience
Diakont’s in-line inspection (ILI) solution successfully completed
acceptance testing in 2004 by the Gazprom acceptance
committee and has been a trusted approach for inspecting
compressor station pipelines ever since. Diakont is the
worldwide expert for compressor station inspections and
currently has 14 inspection teams deployed globally.
Equipment at gas compressor stations must pass nondestructive testing (NDT) on a regular basis to ensure safe and effective
operating conditions. Conducting tests on underground sections of pipe manifolds with in-line inspection is much more cost
effective than direct inspection due to the reduced excavation and reconstruction requirements. The following tables provide an
overview of the compressor stations inspected by Diakont as of 2013.

Inspection scope

2004-2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Total

Gas compressor
stations inspected

22

11

6

19

17

13

15

103

Length of pipeline
inspected

63,282 m

37,937 m

16,655 m

19,583 m

21,374 m

39,523 m

34,752 m

233,106 m

About Diakont
Diakont is a full-cycle engineering, manufacturing, and service company that
provides high-tech solutions which enhance the safety and economy of the pipeline
and energy industries. With an office in San Diego, California, Diakont is a leading
manufacturer of advanced robotics and inspection equipment that ensure the safe
operation of pipelines. Diakont’s comprehensive pipeline inspection services have
facilitated pipeline integrity management programs for operators worldwide.

Defects detected

Total

Weld defects

2,015

Corrosion

7,535

Cracking

517
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